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ABSTRACT 
We develop an analogue ofthe theory of probability, where probabilities ofevents may belong to 
the fields ofp-adic numbers Qp. As a basis, we use the Monna Springer theory of integration with 
respect to non-Archimedean v lued measures on zero-dimensional topological spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A p-adic valued theory of probability was proposed to resolve the problem of 
the statistical interpretation of p-adic valued wave functions in non-Archime- 
dean quantum physics (about non-Archimedean physics see [17, 18, 1, 2, 3]). 
Here we have p-adic coefficients, which must be considered as probabilities 
from the physical point of view (density matrix), but they belong to the field of 
p-adic numbers Qp. Thus, these coefficients cannot be probabilities in the sense 
of Kolmogorov's axiomatic of the theory of probability. This forces us to re- 
analyze the foundations of modern probability theory and propose a new, more 
general probability theory, a special case of which is ordinary probability 
theory. 
The first step in this direction was the communication [4], where a concrete 
non-Archimedean probability distribution was proposed. It was the theory of a 
non-Archimedean white noise. This theory was correct from the mathematical 
point of view. But I could not give the answer to the following question. Why 
Alexander von Humboldt Fellow. 
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can we tell about a probability in such an unusual situation? 
Foundations of the non-Archimedean theory of probability were proposed in 
[5]. It is well known that A.N. Kolmogorov [7] constructed a system of axioms 
of the modern theory of probability using the frequency theory of probability of 
R. von Mises [8] (see the remarks in Kolmogorov's book [7] and also Tornier's 
book [15]). We also began the construction of the new theory of probability with 
a frequency definition of probability [5]. Then we considered the theorems of 
this frequency theory as axioms in the new theory of probability [6]. 
What is our main idea? 
We study a statistical stabilization of relative frequencies {UU}, not only in 
the standard real topology on the field of rational numbers Q, but also in an 
arbitrary topology on Q (relative frequencies {uu} always belong to Q). We 
present a general frequency theory of probability containing von Mises' theory 
as a particular case, which is connected with the real topology of the statistical 
stabilization of relative frequencies, ee [5]. Then the properties of these fre- 
quency probabilities are considered as a basis of a measure-theoretical ap- 
proach. In particular, p-adic probability is defined as a bounded Qp-valued 
measure Pp with the normalization condition: Pp(Q) = 1. The main difference 
with the ordinary probability is that a p-adic probability measure Pp may as- 
sume every x in Qp and ordinary probability measure P~ can assume its values 
only in a part of R, the segment [0, 1]. It is a consequence of the fact [5] that 
every p-adic number can be a limit of relative frequencies with respect o a 
p-adic metric. Probably, p-adic theory of probability can be used as the math- 
ematical basis for the definition of negative probability distributions of quan- 
tum physics [12] (Dirac's relativistic quantization, Wigner's phase-space dis- 
tribution, Einstein Podolsky-Rosen paradox). 
Here we present a measure-theoretical approach in the p-adic case. The 
Monna Springer [10], [11] theory of integration with respect o non-Archime- 
dean measures i used as the foundation. To extend aprobability measure to the 
algebra of closed-open (clopen) subsets from the ring of compact-open subsets, 
we restrict he class of Monna Springer measures introducing measures 'de- 
creasing on the infinity '. The mathematical theory of integration with respect o 
decreasing measures i developed. 
2. THE MONNA SPRINGER THEORY 
The integration theory for measures defined on zero-dimensional locally 
compact a-compact spaces was constructed by Monna and Springer [10], [11] 
and generalized by Schikhof [13] and van Rooij [16]. We shall briefly present the 
main results of this theory. 
The symbol K denotes a complete field with non-Archimedean valuation 
(norm) x -~ Ix[~. The main example for us is the field Qp. We denote by the 
symbol Ur(a), a C K, r C R+, a ball of radius r with center in a. 
Recall that a topological space X is zero-dimensional if there exists a base of 
the topology consisting of clopen subsets. The Cartesian products K" (in par- 
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ticular, any non-Archimedean field K) are the simplest examples of zero- 
dimensional spaces. 
Everywhere X is a zero-dimensional locally compact ~r-compact topological 
space, A(X) is the ring of compact open subsets of X, Cc(X) is the space of 
continuous functions f : X ---+ K with compact support. On this space we con- 
sider the uniform norm I[ f 11 --- maxx ~ x I f (x)] K. 
A measure is any linear functional #:  C~(X) ~ K, which satisfies the fol- 
lowing condition: for any A E A(X) there exists a constant MA > 0 such that 
I/z(f)]K ~< MAI[f]I for anyf  C Cc(X), suppf  C A. A measure # is bounded if 
there is a constant M > 0 such that I#(f)]/~ -< M]if l ] , f  E Co(X). The norm of 
the bounded measure ~ is defined as the norm of an element of the dual space 
C/(X) (of the K-linear normed space C~(X)): II~ll = supf~0 I l f l l  -a I~(f)lK- 
For any subset B C X we use the symbol 0B to denote the characteristic 
function of B. 
I fB  E A(X), then 0B E C~(X). Every measure # generates a function on sets 
zx(x )  K, = 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that F is a basis of the topology X consisting of compact 
open subsets, and that # : F --+ K satisfies the following conditions: 
1. Let A l , . . . ,Ak  E F, AiNAj = ~, i C j, ifA = U~=l Ai E F, then 
k 
#(A) = Z /z(Ai); 
i=1 
2. Let {A}, A E F, be a collection of subsets of the fixed set B E A(X) such that 
{Itz(A)l~:} is bounded in K. 
Then the function t~. extends to a measure on Co(X). 
Conversely, every measure # satisfies conditions 1and 2. 
For the function # : F ~ K satisfying conditions 1and 2, the integral #( f )  is 
defined as the limit of Riemann sums Su( f )= ~i=l f(ai)Iz(Ai), where u = 
(b/ ,al , . . . ,ak),  L¢ = (Ai)/k 1 is a cover o fB  = suppf,  Ai E F, Ai NAj = O, i C j, 
aj E A:. 
On the space Co(X) we introduce a real-valued function N,: 
(1) N,(U) =supllg[I ll#(fg)lK, gE C~.(X). 
g¢0 
This is a non-Archimedean semi-norm on Co(X). Here are the properties of 
U.: 
(a) I#(f)]K ----- Nu(f) ,  
(b) Nu( f g) < Nu( f)[]g H (H61der's inequality). 
The cover L4 ~ ( Ui) for X is said to be special if U,. N Uj ~- O, i ¢ j, Ui E A( X ). 
For f  E C~(X) we set 
Nu( f 'U) -~ sup ( XEUi sup'f(x)]N,(~'~)). 
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Then N~,(f) = infuNu(f, lg ). For x E X we set N~,(x) = infNu(qSv ), where 
{ U} is a system of compact open neighbourhood of x. 
Theorem 2.2. Let f C Cc(X). Then 
(2) N~,(f) = sup If(X)lxNu(x). 
xGX 
For any ~ > 0 we set Xo = {x ¢ X : N~,(x) >_ c~}, X+ = U~>0 x~, 
Xo = {x e X : N~(x)  = O}, X = X+ U Xo. 
By (2) we can define Nu(f)  for any funct ion f  : X ~ K (in particular, N~,(x) = 
Nu(~b(x}). The function f (set A) is #-negligible if Nu( f )  = 0 (N~,(OA) = 0). The 
functions f and g are equivalent if the function f - g is #-negligible. We denote 
by F(#) the space of equivalence classes of functions f for which N,  ( f )  < oo. 
The class L 1 (X, #) of functions integrable with respect o the measure # is 
defined as the closure of the space Co(X) in F(#) (with respect o the norm Nu). 
A set B is called summable with respect o #, if ~bB C L ~ (X, #). 
A function f : X ~ K is said to be absolute continuous with respect o N~ if 
(a) for every e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if Nu(q~u ) < ~5, U E A(X), 
then Nj~(f@u) < ~; 
(b) limvN~(f@v) = 0, where V is a filter of sets which are complements of 
compact subsets of X. 
A function f : X --, K is integrable if and only if the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) the restriction o f f  to very X~, ~ > 0, is continuous; 
(b) f is absolute continuous with respect o Nu. 
Everywhere below, the symbol A is used to denote the complement of a sub- 
set A of X, A = X\A. 
A funct ionf  : X ~ K is said to be #-measurable if for every compact B C X 
and every e > 0 there exists a compact set B1 c B that N~(B A/)1) < e and the 
restriction o f f  to B1 is continuous. A function f : X - ,  K is #-measurable if 
and only if the restriction o f f  to X~ is continuous for every c~ > 0. 
A sequence {f ,} of #-measurable functions on X is called Egorov-con- 
vergent if for every compact B and e > 0 there exists a compact subspace B1 of 
B such that N~,(B N/)1) < e and {f ,} converge uniformly on B1. 
Theorem 2.3 (Limit theorem for the Monna-Springer integral). Let {fn} be a 
Egorov-convergent sequence of integrable functions. Assume that there exists an 
integrable function g such that]f .(x)Ix <- Ig( x)lx for x E X. Then the limit func- 
tionfis integrable and #(f )  = lim, ~ ~ #(fn). 
As usual, we define the product # ® v of the measures # on X and v on Y, 
with N,®~(x, y) = N~,(x)N,(y). 
It should be pointed out that the Radon-N ikodym theorem in the Monna-  
Springer theory is not valid. 
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3. MEASURES DECREASING AT INFINITY 
As we have already noticed, we wish to define Qp-valued probability meas- 
ures. We are interested in a p-adic analogue of the condition of a-additivity 
which was used by A.N. Kolmogorov [7] in his system of axioms. Kolmogorov 
[7] noticed that this condition plays only a technical role and it would be im- 
possible to propose any practical statistical interpretation to this condition. 
The same role is played by an analogous condition in our theory of probability. 
The condition of boundedness is the first natural condition on a measure #. 
Further it will be useful the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. A measure # is bounded if and only if the function N~, is bounded on 
Xand LtaL[ : supN~(x). 
Proof .  Let # be bounded; { U} be a system of clopen neighbourhoods of the 
point x C X. Then 
Nu(x) = inf sup Ilgl1-1 I~(g~u)lx < II~l[ sup jig]i-1 IIg~vll < I1~11 
U g#0 - -  g#0 - -  
On the other hand, for every f c Co(X): 
]#(f) lK <- Nu( f )  = supl f (x) lxNu(x)  <-- supU,(x) l l f l l .  [] 
x x 
Now we are going to define Qp-valued probability measures. For applications 
we wish to have a measure defined not only on the ring A(X) but also on the 
algebra of all clopen subsets. 
Def in i t ion  3.1. A measure  # is called decreasing (at infinity) if for every e > 0 
there exists U~ c A(X) such that SUPx ~ u Nu(x) < ~. 
On the basis of Theorem 3.1, we get that every decreasing measure # is 
bounded. There is no problem to construct examples of bounded measures 
which are not decreasing on Qp. 
Example  3.1. Let X = K = Qp, {Xn -n  ~ , " "  =P } =0 and #({xn}) = 1, n = 0,1 
Then # is bounded but it is not decreasing. 
Denote the algebra of clopen subsets by the symbol ~(X). 
Theorem 3.2. Let # be a decreasing measure. Then every subset A C ~(X)  is 
summable. 
Proof .  We must construct a sequence of functions gn E Co(X) such that 
N~((~A--gn) ~ O, Let {B~} be a sequence of subsets of A(X) such that 
supxc~ Nu(x ) < 1/n. Let C~ = A N B~. These sets are clopen. Further, 
Nu(~bA - ~c,) = sup I~bA(x) -- (~C,(X)]KNu(x) < 1/n. 
xGX 
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In particular, using this theorem, we get that the space X is summable. 
A decreasing measure # can be extended to the algebra ~(X) with preserva- 
tion of the properties of finite-additivity and boundedness: for every A E 4~(X) 
define 
sup{I#(B)Ix : B c A ,B  E A(X)}  < oc. [] 
To prove this it suffices to see that 
I~(B)IK _< N~(¢B) = sUpCB(X)N~(x) <<_ I1~11. 
x 
Note also that for every A E ~(X) there exists a sequence (Cn), C, E A(X), 
such that #(A) = l imn~ #(Cn). 
The symbol C6(X) denotes the space of continuous bounded functions f : 
X ~ K. This space is endowed with the uniform norm II II- 
Proposition 3.1. Let p be a decreasing measure. Then every function f E Cb(X) 
defines an element f E L 1 (X, #) and 
I~(f)tK ~< Nu( f )  < Ilfllll~ll- 
Proof. Let (B~) be as in Theorem 3.2. Then 
Nj~(f - f¢8, )  <_ sup I f (x) lKN,(x)  <_ Ilfll/n. 
xE Bn 
[] 
Proposition 3.2. A measure # is decreasing if and only if the subsets X~ are com- 
pact for every c~ > O. 
Proofi 1. The sets X~ are closed. Using that # is decreasing we get that there 
exists Uo E A(X) such that N,(x)  < a i fx  E Ca. Since Us is compact, so is X~. 
2. Conversely, let all X,, a > 0, be compact. There exists a clopen neigh- 
bourhood U(x) for every point x E X~. The system of these neighbourhoods is 
an open covering of the compact subset X~. There exists a finite subcovering 
n (U(xj))j= 1- We set G~ = U j= 1 U(xj). This set belongs to A(X), but 
sup Nu(x) <_ sup Nv(x) <_ a. [] 
xEG~ xE~'o 
4. PRODUCT OF  A FUNCTION AND A MEASURE 
Let # be an arbitrary measure on X, f E L 1 (X, #). Let us consider the func- 
tional u = f #, u(g) = #( f g) for g E Co(X). Note that 
Iv(g)l~: <_ Nj~(fg) < Nu(f)llgll. 
So that u is a bounded measure. 
Theorem 4.1. Let # be a measure, f E L t (X, #), u = f #. Then 
(3) N~(x) = I f(x) l~N~(x).  
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Proof. From the definitions of N~(x) and N~(x) we get that there exists an 
open-compact neighbourhood U of the point x such that 
(4) N.(¢c0 - N,(x)  <_ e 
and Nl,(¢u ) - N~,(x) < e. Using that f  E L 1, we get that there exists g ¢ C~(X) 
such that N~,( f -g )  <_ ~. It suffices to consider U such that Ig(Y) -g(x) lK  <- 
for every y E U. By (4) it suffices to estimate ]N~(fCv) - ] f (x) ]KN,(x) l .  First 
let us note that 
IN~,(g~c,) - Ig(x) lKN~,(x) l  
< sup Ig(x) -g (y ) lKN~(y)  + tg(x)lKlNu(cbv) - N~(x)l 
yEU 
c(  sup Uu(y ) + Ig(x)lK'] --+ O, e--+ 
# 
<_ 0. [] 
\ )'E U / 
To conclude the proof observe that we have I N.(fOu) - N~(gOu)l <_ ~ and 
Ilg(x)lx N; (x)  - - I f (x) lxN~,(x) l  < sup Ig(x) -- f (x)tx N , (x  ) <_ ~. 
x 
As we know, every summable function f is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Nu. Using (4), we get: Ve > 03V ¢ A(X) : Nn(f@p)  = N~(Ov) < e. 
This result can be formulated as 
Proposition 4.1. Let  # be a measure,  f e L l (X, #). Then the measure u = f # is 
decreasing. 
5. CHANGE OF VARIABLES 
The symbol S denotes a locally compact complete non-Archimedean field. 
Further we shall consider S-valued measures and functions (K = S). 
Theorem 5.1. Let # be a decreasing measure, ~7 E L I ( x , / t ) ,  f C Co(S). Then the 
composition f o ~1 lies in L 1 (X, #). 
Proof. As ~/E L 1 (X, #), ~ is continuous on Xs. Hence Ms = rl(Xs) is compact. 
Denote by Vo a ball in S with centre at zero such that Ms c V~. 
Further, let U~ ¢ A(X) be such that SUpx ~ tL Nu(x) < ~. 
As ~/¢ L 1, for every 6 > 0 exists ~16 ¢ Co(X) such that Nu(r / -  ~)  < 6. 
Let us consider the system of functions: 
g6(~(x) - [(fOv~,) o T/e]Ouo. 
These functions belong to Co(X). Note that 
(x) (x)) ro 
fo rxc  X~c U~. 
We prove that N~( f o 0 - g6~) ~ 0 i f& a ~ 0. 
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Choose a such that Ilfll~ < ~. Further, 
Nu( f  o ~ - ge,) < max [ sup [ f (~(x) )  - g6~(x)Is N~(x); 
LxEX~ 
sup l/(~7(x)) - ge~(x)]s Nu(x)] 
x~X~ J 
= max[76~, A6~]. 
We have A6~ _< Ilfll~ < e. Further, 
7t~ = sup I f (w(x ) ) - f (w , (x ) )~Vo(~, (x ) ) l sN . (x )  
x E X,~ 
= sup I ( f~vo)ff l(x)) - ( f~Vo)ff l6(x)) lsN~(x).  
xc  X~ 
Now we choose 6 = 0c~. Then Nu( r / -  ~7~) _< 0~. Thus IT(x) - zl6(X)lsNu(x) <_ 
0c~. But this implies that l~7(x) - ~6(x)] s <_ 0 for x E X,,. The function f~bv~ has 
compact  support  and, consequently, it is uni formly continuous. Hence, for 
every ~>0 there exists 0 ,>0 such that {f (Y l ) - f (Y2) ]s<e/ [ l#] ]  for 
[Yl -- Y2[s  < 0~. [] 
To conclude the proof, it suffices to choose 6 = 6~ = 0~c~. 
Theorem 5.2. Let # be a decreasing measure, zl E L 1 ( X, ~). Then the functional 
#,1 : C~( S) -~ S, defined by #~( f ) = lz( f o ~7), is bounded measure on Cc( S). 
I f  the measure # is bounded but not decreasing then it is possible that f  o z/ 
L I (x , /z )  fo r f  E Cc(S). 
Example 5.1. Let # be the same measure as in Example 5.1. Let us consider the 
function r/(x~) = y, = pn, ~7(x) = 0 if x ¢ x,. We show that 7? E L 1. For  every 
point xn there exists a clopen ball V~ such that Vm f3 Vm = 0 if m ¢ n. Let us 
consider the continuous functions with compact  support  
N 
?)N(x)  = E Yk~VI~(X)  •
k=l 
Then Nu( r / -  TIN ) ~ 0. NOW le t f  be equal to 1 +y  on the ball UL(0) and zero 
outside it. Then zn =f (yn)  -- 1 +pn and ~z ,  74 0, n --+ oo. 
Proposit ion 5.1. Let # be a decreasing measure, z I E L 1 (X, #), f E Cc(S). Then 
(5) N**~(f) <_ Nu( f  o rl). 
Proof.  Nu,( f ) = SUpg¢o,g~ Cc IIg]]-ll#~( f g)ls <_ supx ] f (~(x) ts Nu(x). 
This inequality may be strict. [] 
Lemma 5.1. I f  y f[ Ms  = rl(Xo), then Nu,~(y) < ~. 
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Proof. The set Ms is closed. Hence, for a point y E )f/s there exists a neigh- 
bourhood V~ with V~ n Ms = ~. Further, using the inequality (5) we get 
N.,(y)  = inf Nuo(dVv ) <_ inf Nu(C3v o rl) 
yE V E A(X) yE V E A(X) 
<_ suplq~vo(~(x))isNu(x ) < a. [] 
X 
Proposition 5.2. The measure #~ is decreasing for every ~7 E L 1 (X, #). 
This proposition is the consequence of the Lemma 5.1. 
One could weaker the conditions on the function f in Theorem 5.1. 
Let ~/E L 1. Let us introduce the space FQ1) of functions f : S ~ S which are 
continuous on Ms for every a > 0. The symbol FbQI) denotes the subspace of 
F(~7) consisting of bounded functions. 
Theorem 5.3. Let  # be a decreasing measure, ~1 E L 1 (X, #), f E Fb (z/). Then 
f o ~7 E L 1 (X, #), f E L 1 (S, l~n) and the following equality holds: 
(6) # , ( f )  /z(f  o *1)- 
Proof. 1. We show that f o ~7 E L 1 (X, #). Using the uniform continuity of the 
restriction fs  of f to M~, we have that for every e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such 
that I f (x)  - f (Y ) i s  < e, if Ix -Y l s  < 6, x ,y  E Ms. We consider the covering 
U6(x), x E M~. There exists a finite subcovering, Uj=l  U6(Xj )  ~ Ma. Let 
j= l  
for e = ft. Then fo~ C Co(S) and 
sup l f~(x)  - f(x)] s < ~. 
x E Ma 
Now let ~e be as in Theorem 5.1. We consider the functions gs~(x)= 
fs~(~6(x)) ~ (x) where the set Uo is the same as in the previous theorem. As in 
Theorem 5.1, it can be proved that psi6 = Nu( f  o 71 -gs~6) ~ O, c~, fl, 6 ~ O. 
Thus, the right-hand side of the equality (6) is well defined. 
2. Now let us show that f E L ~ (S, #n). It suffices to prove that there exists a 
sequence of functions {~bn}, ~b, E C~.(S), such that N~,( f  - ~)  ~ O. We use 
Lemma 5.1 to prove this: 
N~(U - f s3 )  = sup I f (y )  -fsg(Y)[sN~o 
yES 
< max[ sup If(Y)lsN,~,(y); sup I f (y ) - f s~(Y) l sS~(y) ]  
y E M~c~ y E Mc~ 
_< max[aJlfH,/3lJlzlL ] --+ 0, a ,3  ~ 0. 
Hence, the left-hand side of the equality (6) is well defined. We will prove that 
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it equals the right-hand side. Using the previous considerations, we have: 
#, j ( f  o ~) = l im~, ( f~) .  Further, N~( f  o ~/ - f~  o 7/) -+ O. Thus, 
#( f  o ~/)= l im#( f~ o r /)= l im#, ( f~) .  [] 
Remark 5.1. These results extend to the case of vector-valued functions 71 : 
X -~ S ~, r /= (rh, . . .  , r/,), ~j C L 1. The measure #7 will be defined on ~(Sn). 
6. p-ADIC VALUED PROBABILITY MEASURES 
The theory of decreasing measures i the foundation of the axiomatic theory 
of p-adic valued theory of probability. 
Definition 6.1 (compare to Kolmogorov [7]). A probability space is a triple 
(g2, ~(g2), P), where S2 is a zero-dimensional locally compact ~r-compact topo- 
logical space (a sample space), ~(J2) is the algebra of clopen subsets (an algebra 
of events), P is a decreasing Qp-valued measure on ~(£2) with the normal- 
ization condition P(g2) -- 1 (probability). 
Remark 6.1. The Kolmogorov axiomatic [7] was realized on the basis of an ar- 
bitrary set f2 and an arbitrary algebra of subsets. But we cannot proceed in this 
way in our theory. We cannot consider an abstract set f2 and an abstract alge- 
bra of subsets. Topological properties (geometry) of the sample space S) play a 
great role in our considerations. Our axiomatic is quite similar to first measure- 
theoretical probability theory, where the geometry of sample spaces was used 
(Lebesgue, Frechet). 
Let S be a locally compact non-Archimedean field (as in the previous part) 
containing Qp as a subfield. 
Definition 6.2. A function ~ : ~2 ~ S of the class L 1 is said to be a random 
variable (RV). 
We introduce a mean value of ~ by the standard efinition: 
M~ = f ((aJ)P(dco) = P(~) 
f2 
and moments mk(~) ==- M~ ~ (if ~k C L 1 then these moments are well defined), 
and a probability distribution P¢(A) = P(~ C A) (it is a decreasing normalized 
measure on S). A vector ~ = (~1,-.., in), where ~i are RV, is called a random 
vector. A probability distribution P~ of a random vector ~ may be introduced in 
the similar way as for RV (a decreasing normalized measure on Sn). We in- 
troduce mixed moments of random vector: ms (~) = M~'  --. ~n ~". 
7. INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES 
Definition 7.1. The random variables ~ and r# are called independent if 
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(7) P(~ E A,~ E B) = P(~ C A)P07 C B) 
for all A, B c ,3((2). 
Lemma 7.1. Let ~ and ~1 be independent RV. Then the following equality holds 
(8) Mf(~)g(o ) = Mf(~)Mg(o) 
for functions f ~g c Cc(S). 
Proof. We denote by a the expression 
IMf(¢) g(zl) - Mf(~) Mg07) ls. 
Let f '  N, , = ~k=l  Ck~t:~ be a locally constant function, where U'kE A(S) and 
supx I f (x )  -f'(x)ls < e, let g'  be an analogous function for g. Then a _< 
max[a,1, a,2], where 
ad = IMf({)g07) - Mf ' (~)g'(o) ls  
_< max / sup [ f(~(a;))ls Ig(~(~°)) - g '  (~(w))bs Ne(~), 
/ 
sup Ig'(~(~))ls I f(~(~)) -f '(~(~))Is ge(~)] 
td  J 
= max[u,, v,]; 
u~ _< cIISIIIIell,~, _< ~llg'llllPll; 
a2, = IMy(~)Mg(o)  - Mf ' (~)Mg ' (o ) l s  
<- max[lM f ( £ ) M (gO?) - g ' OT) ) ls, IMg ' O?) M ( f ( ~) - f ' (~) ) l s ]  
= max[o~,, fl,]. 
c~, <_Nt,(f o~)Ne(go~7-g '  o~) <_Ne(f  o£)[lPllllg-g'[I. [] 
We can estimate fl, in the same way. 
Theorem 7.1. Let ~ and ~1 be independent R V, let f ,  g C Cb ( S ) . Then (8) holds. 
Proof. We set M~,~ = £(~2~), M~,, = 7/((2~), c~ > 0. The set T~ : M~ U M,,,~ is 
compact. Take a function u c C6(S). The restriction of u to T~ is uniformly 
continuous. Repeating the considerations of Theorem 5.2, we construct a 
function u~;~ c Co(S) such that SUPxc~  ]u(x) - u~,~(x)l s < ft. 
Now let f~  and g~ be similar functions for f and g. Further, using 
Lemma 7.1, we need only to estimate the following expressions: 
A,~ = [M ( f ( ~ ) g07 ) - f~/~( ~ ) g~OT) ls; 
#~.~ : [Mf(~) Mg(~) - Mfo~(~)Mg~07 ) Is. 
For instance, A~;~ _< max[A~,  A~2], where 
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A.3, _< sup I f(~(co))ls [g(r/(a~)) - g~3(~/(w))Is Ne(w) 
td 
_< Hfl lmax / sup [g(~/(w))-g~@?(w))[sNp(w); 
L~EQ~ 
[g(r/(a3)) - ga~(rl(w))isNp(w)I. sup 
J 
I f  co E £2~, then r/(w) E M~, 7 C T~ and ~(co) E M~ C T~. Hence, 
A~/~, <_ I[fllmax[llPii3, llglla]-+0, a, 3-+O. [] 
We can estimate Aa~2 in the same way. 
Corollary 7.1. Let be 4, rl be independent RV. Then (7) holds for all clopen subsets 
A and B. 
Everywhere below, ira property ~= is valid on the subset S2+, we say that ~ is 
valid a.e. (mod P). 
Let the RV { and r/be bounded a.e. Then by Theorem 5.2 we get that {~ and 
r/k are also RV for every k = 0, 1,...; by Remark 5.1 we get that the products 
~kr/~ are also RV. Hence, all moments ink,({, r/) are well defined. 
Theorem 7.2. Let the RV ~ and ~7 be bounded a.e. They are independent if and only 
if 
(9) mk,(~, *l) = tnk(~)mn(rl) 
for every k, n = 1,2,. . .  
Proof. 1. Let ~ and r/be independent, let U be a ball in S containing 4(32+) and 
~l(f2+). The functions fk(Y) = Y~q)v(Y) and g,(y) = y"~v(y)  belong to the 
class Co(S) and M fk( () g(rl) = mk,( ~, ~), Mfk( ~) = mk( ~), M gn(~) = m,@l). 
2. Assume that (9) holds and that the functions f and g belong to the class 
Co(S). It suffices to consider the case when suppf, supp g E U. Using the fact 
that U is compact and the Kaplansky theorem [14], we can conclude the 
proof. [] 
Let us set ~c(c~) = ~(co) ~t:,~(0)(~(co)), c c R+, for a RV ~ as in standard theory 
of probability. 
Proposition 7.1. The RV ~ and zl are independent iff the condition (2.3) holds for 
all ~c and *l ~. 
To prove this proposition, it suffices to show that if ~ and r/are independent, 
then ~ and r/" are also independent and to use Lemma 7.1. 
Proposition 7.2. R V ~ and r 1 are independent iff Pz = P~ ® P~ where z = (4, r/). 
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It is an evident corollary of Lemma 7.1. 
8. CONDIT IONAL MEAN VALUE 
Let ( and r /be RV. A conditional mean value M[(  I r /= y] is defined as a 
function re(y) E L J (S, Po) such that 
~(w)P(dw) = f m(y)P,7(dy ) 
for every set B C A(S).  
This definition is correct because ~bB(~7(~))~(w) E L ~ ((2, P) for all RV ~and z/, 
by the following proposition. 
Proposition 8.1. Let ~ and A be R Vand let A be bounded a e. Then ~A is a R V. 
Proof. We show that ~(w) = ~(0J) A(co) C L I. Let us consider a function g(c~) = 
~(a;)u(w), where u E Cc(£2), and show that g(w) is a RV. For every e > 0 there 
exists a function c~ C Cc(g2) such that Ne(~-~)< ~/llull, consequently, 
Ne(~u - c~u) < e with ctu c C~($2). 
Now we use the fact that A c L1: there exists a sequence (un), un c Co(S?) such 
that Ne(A - u~) ---, O. Consequently, 
sup IA("~)-u,(~)Is<_ ( l /c0 sup I)~(~)-u.(~)lsNp(~)~O, n--+oo. 
w C ,Qct wE J'2c~ 
We may assume that IlUnll --< sup~,~+ I~(~)/I = C, 
Further, consider a sequence of RV (~N(W) = ~(W)UN(W)). We have the in- 
equality 
and (~N) converges to ~3, uniformly on every subset S2~: 
sup I~(w)A(w) - ~PN(W)l S
wc (2c~ 
< sup ]¢(w)l s sup IA(a,')- uu(~)ls--, o, N- ,  oc. [] 
~ C (2c~ wG~Q~ 
Here we have used the fact that the restriction of A(w) to S?~ is continuous. To 
conclude the proof we use the limit theorem for the Monna-Spr inger integral. 
The theorem of Radon-Nikodym is not valid in the non-Archimedean case 
[10], [11], [14]. It may happen that a conditional mean value does not exist. 
Everywhere below, the case of a.e. bounded RV ~ is considered. It is only a 
technical condition, but now we cannot develop the theory without it. We sup- 
pose also that the mean value M[A(w) [ ~7(w) = y] exists whenever we use it. 
Proposition 8.2. The equality 
(10) Mf(~(w))~(~) Mf(~(w))M[~(w)l~l = ~(~)] 
holds for every function f E Fb(~l). 
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Proof. Let ~(Y2+) C U, U E A(Y2). Then 
f(~l(w))~(w)rbv(~(w)) = f(~l(w))~(~), (a.e.). 
Further, the function g(x, y) =f(y)xrb~(x) belongs to the class Fb(Z) where 
z ~- ((, ~). Using Theorem 5.2, we get 
I = ~ g(~(w), r/(w))P(dw) = f f(y)xq)u(x)Pz(dxdy) 
Y2 S 2 
= ~ f(y)xPz(dxdy). 
S 2 
We consider the measure 
A(A) = f ~A(y)xPz(dxdy) = ~ m(y)P~(dy), 
s 2 A 
where m(y) = M[{I~ / = y]. Hence, I = fs f(y)m(y)P,~(dy). [] 
Proposition 8.3. A conditional mean value is defined uniquely a.e. mod P0- 
Proof. Let mj(y) = M[{ [~7 = y], j = 1,2. Then 
Np, , (ml  - m2)  = sup ]]q~]]-I ip,~(~(m I _ m2) ) ]s .  
~¢o,¢~c,,(s) 
But 
e,,(4~ml) = f O(y)ml(y)Po(dY) = ~ ~(rl(w))~(w)P(dw) = P,,(4bm2) 
s Y2 
for every f  E Fb07). [] 
Proposition 8.4. The equality 
(11) M[f(~)( l~7=y I =f (y)M[~[zT=y ] 
holds for every function f E Fb(z]). 
Proof. We consider this equality a.e. mod P,. Using Theorem 5.2, we get 
] f(~(~))~(a~)P(d,~) = ~ 4~e(y)f(y)m(y)Po(dy ). [] 
The proof is concluded with the aid of the previous proposition. 
Proposition 8.5. Let ~ and ~7 be independent RV. Then 
(12) M[~[~ y I=M~.  
Proof. Using the boundedness of ~ (a.e.), we get 
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f ~(~)P(d~) = M~(w)MCB(r/(~)) 
= f CB(y)M~Pn(dY). 
s 
[] 
Propos i t ion  8.6. Let ~ and ~1 be independent RVand let ¢ ~ Cb(S2). Then 
(13) M[¢(~, ~) Iv=y]  = M¢(~, y). 
Proof. Denote by g~(y) the left-hand side of (13) and by g2(y) the right-hand 
side.We wish to prove that Np,(g~ - g2) = 0. It suffices to show that the equality 
Po(ZOgl) = Pn(~g2) holds for every Zb ~ Cc(S). But 
e~(~g,) = ~ ~,(~(~)) ¢(~(~), n(~))e(d~), 
J2 
and 
Pv(~g2) = f ~(Y) f ¢(~(~), Y)P(d~)Pn(dY) = f ~(y)¢(x, y)Pz(dxdy), 
S Q S 2 
where z = (~, *l)- 
Denote by R,  the compact set z(f2o), a > 0. Let T, ~ A(S2), R~ C T~. It 
suffices to study the case To = T2 z T 2, T~ ~ A(S). In view of Lemma 5.1, we 
get 
IPz(O0) - Pz(~¢OT~)ls <- N~(¢¢(1 - CTo)) 
-< I1¢11 sup I¢(t)[sN~(t) <_ ~ll~llll¢ll- 
t~T~ 
Hence we can approximate P,~(~g2) by {P~(04~¢To)}O>0. Further, using the 
theorem of Kaplansky, we get that there exists a polynomial p, : To ~ S such 
that supte v,, IqS(t) -p,(t)[ s <_ c. Consequently, 
I e~(~¢¢v, , )  - ez(~&¢T~)ls <- ~llOtlllezll. 
Thus we can approximate Pz (~Pg2) by { P~ (0P, ~T,. )} o,, > 0" But 
P~(~P, OT~,) = ~ P,k, k2(MOOT)~k2CL~(*l))(M~(~)~k~CPr2(~)). 
kl, k2 
The RV ~, r/are independent. Hence 
kl, k2 
M~P(~)P~({,~7)¢T,({,~I). [] 
To conclude the proof, we show that the RV { (0(rl)p~ (~, rl)¢To (~, rl)}o,~> 0 ap- 
proximate 001) ¢((, 7?). Indeed, 
Ut,(~P07)q~(~,~)(1 - Cz,,(~,~/))) _< II~llll~llUe(1 - Czo(~, ~)) 
-< I1~1111011 sup gt,(~) < ~11¢1111¢11 
w' E J2o 
and 
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Ne(¢(~) ¢(6 ~) CTo(~, V) - ¢(~)p~(~, v)Cro(~, v)) 
_< II~ll sup I(¢(~(~), n(~)) - P~(~(~'), '~(~)))CTo (~(~), ~(~)))IS Ne(w) 
w~:J2 
: "7~. 
Weset W~ = z- l(T~); $2~ C W,. Then 
7,-< max[  sup [¢(~(a;),~7(w))-p,(~(w),~l(~))lsNe(w), sup Ne(a;)l 
<_ max[~llPII, c~] --, 0, ~, ~ -~ O. 
Corollary 8.1. Let ~ and 71 be independent RVand let B E ~($2). Then 
M[¢~(~,  7) b'7 = Y] = M¢~(~,  y). 
Now we introduce a conditional density. Let u be a measure on S (perhaps, 
nondecreasing or unbounded). A RV ~ has a density with respect o u if there 
exists a function f~(y) (density) of class La(S,u) such that P (~(~)c  A)= 
fA f~(y)u(dy), A E ~b(S), so P~ = f¢u. As usual, fs f~(y)u(dy) = P(~(w) c S) = 1. 
The same definition will be used for random vectors. 
Assume that a random vector z(~) = (~(~), ~7(w)) has a density fi(x, y) with 
respect to u®u:  Pz =fzUQU. Set f~L,~(xly) =f i (x,y)/ J~(y) where we set 
f~l~(xly) = 0 iff~(y) = 0. 
Proposition 8.6. Let the random vector z = (~, 7) has a density with respect o 
u ® u andassume that the set G = {y C S : fo(y) ~ 0} is v-negligible. Then 
M [~ I ~1 = Y] ~- Y xf(lo (x I Y) u(dx) 
S 
exists. 
Proof. We check the equality 
11 - ~ ~(W)¢B(~l(w))P(dw) = f m(y)P,~(dy) = 12. 
~2 B 
Using the boundedness of {(~2+), we apply Theorem 5.2 
I1 = ~ x¢g(y)fz(x, y)u ® u(dxdy) = ~ (9~(y)m(y)P,~(dy) = 12. 
S 2 S 
[] 
9. DISCRETE RANDOM VARIABLES 
We now consider the case of a discrete RV ~7 = (Yn). Here it will be possible 
to get the standard formula for the conditional mean value. But the non- 
Archimedean structure generates a new problem: sets Ak = 7 - l (yk)  may be 
nonsumrnable. 
Example 9.1. Let ~2 = Zq and let P = dx be Haar measure on Zq with values in 
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Qp and p ¢ q. Then Ne(w) -= 1 and L 1 (12, P)  = C(12). Let y,  be a sequence of 
p-adic numbers  such that Yi ~ Yj, i C j, and that l im j~ yj = y~ exists. De- 
note by sl the sphere of radius q - I  and introduce the function z/with z /= yt on 
st, l = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  and 7/(0) = y~.  The sets sl are clopen and the continuity of ~ is 
tile consequence of its continuity at the zero. Hence, z /= (Yl)t~0 is a discrete 
RV. But, A~ = ~- l (y~)  = {0} and ~bA~ ~ C(12). 
Proposition 9.1. Let z 1 = (y . )  be  a discrete RVand let Yk be an isolated point o f  
the sequence (Yn). Then the set Ak is summable. 
Proof. Let U E A(S) ,  Yk E U, but yj ~ U, j ¢ k. Then ~bu(z/(w)) _= q~A~(W). It 
suffices to use Theorem 5.1 to conclude the proof. [] 
Remark  9.1. The most  important  case is when 
k- I  
where Ak E ~(12). There is no problem with summabi l i ty  of the sets Ak. 
We propose a more general condition. The compact  set 12~ is endowed with 
the topology induced from 12. 
Proposition 9.2. A set A C Y2 is summable i f  and only i f  the sets A~ = A N 12~, 
c~ > 0, are clopen in the topological spaces 12~. 
Proof. 1. Let OA E L 1 (12, P). Then the restriction of q~A to 12~ is continuous. 
Let U be a ball with center at the point t = 1 E S and a = 0 ff U. Then 
A~ (U) = A~ is a clopen set, because U is a clopen set and ~A~ is continuous. 
2. Let As E A(Y2~), a > 0. The sets 12~ are compact .  Hence the notions of 
clopen and compact -open coincide. Let V~ E ~(12) : V~ n 12~ = As. By the 
compactness of Ac~ it suffices to consider the case V~, E A(12). Thus, 
4)v,, E Cc(12). But 
Ne(~A -- ~v~,) ~ sup ]~A(W) -- Ov~(w)lNp(w) < o~. [] 
Example 9.2. Let 12 = Zq, # = dx. We consider a density f : Y2 -+ Qp such that 
the restriction o f f  to st is the constant J~, whereJ~ -+ 0, l ~ ~,  [flip < [J~ l[p, 
and f (0 )  = 0. This function is continuous and it belongs to L l. The normal-  
ization condit ion generates an addit ional condit ion ~ j~ #(st) = 1. Set P = f#.  
We get: N~,(w) = [f(~)lp and 120 = {0}, Y2+ = Zq\{0}. The set A = I2+ is not 
clopen and the condit ions of Remark  9.1 do not hold for the function f .  But the 
sets As = A n 12~, E ~(Y2). Thus the set A is summable.  
It is easy to modify this example such as to get the situation where the sets As 
will not be clopen sets. 
Example 9.3. Let 12' =Zq × Zq, #' =#@6, ~=dx. Here Nu,(x, 0 ) = 1 and 
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N~, (x, y) = 0, y ¢ 0. We introduce the density f (x ,  y) : f (x ,  O) = f (x ) ,  where f
is the density of the previous example, and f (x ,  y) = 0 if y ¢ 0. We set P'  = f# ' .  
? 
In this case: ~2+ = {z-= (x, 0): x ¢ 0}, Y20 = {z = (x ,y) :  y ¢ 0} U {z = (0, y)}. 
Let A = Q+. Then As = A f~ Y2' = Y2s x {0} where /?s are the sets of the pre- 
vious example. It is evident hat A~ ¢~ ~(Y2'). We set U~ = Y2s x Zq E ~b(Y2'). 
Then As = Us N Y2~s . We can apply Proposition 9.2. 
We have investigated the question of summability of the sets Ak = {co E X? : 
rl(co) = Yk} for a discrete RV ~(co). Now let us consider the inverse problem. We 
study the case when all sets Ak are summable. We are interested in conditions 
on a function (14) to be a RV. 
Proposition 9.3. Suppose that 
lim lYk]sNe(Ak) = O. 
k~zx~ 
Then the function (14) is a RV. 
Proof. The functions T]N(CO ) N ~-  ~k= 1 Yk 4~AK (CO) are RV for all N. Thus, there 
exist functions ~U(co) E Co(Y2) such that Ne(vu -- ~U) <_ ~, but Np(~]N -- ~U) = 
supk>N tyk]sNp(Ak) ~ O, N ~ cx~. [] 
Lemma 9.1. Let the sets  (Ak)k= 1 be summable and let (-Jk= 1 Ak  = f2, Ai • Aj = 
O, i C j. Then Ak N Y2s ¢ O, a > O, only for a finite set of  numbers k. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 9.2, the system of sets Ak N ~a is open covering 
of the compact opological space f2 s. [] 
Proposition 9.4. Let  A be an RVand let ~7 be as in (14), where the sets Ak are 
summable. I f f  E Cc(S) we have 
Mf(~l(co))A(co) = ~ f (Yk)  f A(co)P(dco). 
k-  1 A k 
ProoL The RV z(co) = f(r/(co)) is bounded and discrete. We consider the RV 
Un(co) = ~'~= 1f(yk)O&(co)A(co). Then u,(co) = z(co)A(co), if co E U~=l Ak, and 
u,(co) = 0, if co ~ LJ~=I Ak. Thus we have the inequality lu,(co)] s < ]]f]]]A(co)] s. 
We use Lemma 9.1 and the limit theorem to conclude the proof. [] 
Proposition 9.5. Let ~l be as in Proposition 9.4. Then P,1 is discrete measure con- 
centrated in the points ( yn ) = ~7( Y2 ) and Ne,, ( yk ) = IP( Ak ) I S. 
This proposition is a consequence of the previous one. 
Theorem 9.1. Let A be a R Vand let ~7 be as in Proposition 9.4. Then there exists a 
conditional mean value M[A I ~l = Y] and it is computed with by formula: 
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(15) M[AIW = Yn] = (1/P(An)) f A(w)P(aco). 
A~ 
Proof. I f  P(A,) = 0 we have Nl,,,(y,) = 0, in view of Proposition 9.5. Thus, the 
function m(y) is well defined by the right-hand side of (15). We need only to 
check that this function is a conditional mean value: 
{~,: j(~) c8} k = 1 Ak 
= ~ OB(yk)m(yk)P(Ak) 
k=l  
= j' c)8(y)m(y)Po(dy ). 
S 
[] 
To conclude the proof, we show that m E L l (S, P,1). This is equivalent to 
lim m(y,)P(A,)= lim f A(w)P(dw)= O. 
n ~-+ ~xD n ~ oo  An  
The function A(w) is summable. Thus it is absolutely continuous: 
for every e > 0 there exists b > 0 such that, if Ne(U) < 6, U E A(Y2), then 
Ne(Aq)c,) <_ ~ and, in particular, 
(16) [A(~,)lsNe(~) <
for every w E U. Now let w ~ £2~. Using the compactness of £2e, we get that 
there exists a neighbourhood V E A(Y2) of the point w such that V A Y2~ = ~. 
But Np(Ov) < g implies the inequality (9.3). 
In view of Lemma 9.1, there exists such N that An n Y2e - ~ for every n > N. 
Consequently, (16) holds for every point ,~ E An. Thus, 
]" A(w)P(dw) < Ne(AOA,) = sup [A(W)[sNe(w ) < ~. 
We note that here we have not used the boundedness of A. 
We hope that it will be possible to develop a p-adic valued theory of prob- 
ability in the same way as the standard real valued theory. Limit theorems for 
independent RV may be the next step in this direction. 
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